
Product Lab is a full digital product services agency. 
 
We build solutions at every level and scale to solve
your business needs.
 
Our DNA is rooted in over 20 years of architecting
innovation to improve business and solve its complex
challenges in an ever-changing landscape.
 
50+ expert engineers, designers and specialists have
successfully solved hundreds of projects across
enterprise, IoT, mobile and web, and bring their know-
how and expertise to every client on every project.
 

Diversity in solution resolution is our expertise.
 
We solve each project through a process of cross-
discipline solution services, bringing the wealth of
resources we have into optimizing every outcome.
 
We know each project is different, and so are client
demands. By experience, we've found no single
agency solves every problem. However every problem
does surrender to the competency of talent in
resolving it, especially as a diverse collective of ideas. 
 
We're also not a one-and-done partner for our clients.
 
Our goal is to not only solve your current needs, but
continue to do so well into the future. 
 
Our Product Elements are the bedrock of our success,
and Product Lab is ready to put them to use for you. 

With expertise and resources that guarantee results 

WE SOLVE BUSINESS

Turning ideas into reality
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Our Magic

Operating as an innovation laboratory, we introduce each client challenge into our lab and
innovate solutions through design, data modeling and expert application development.

Development Environments – React, Vue, React
Native, Native iOS, Native Android, Node.js, Go,
Python
Datastores & Providers  – Mongo, PostgreSQL,
MSSQL, Neo4j, DynamoDB, BigQuery, DataLakes,
Redis
Blockchain – Hyperldger Frameworks: Fabric, Burrow,
Indy, Sawtooth, Iroha, Quilt, Transact
Cloud Infrastructure & Tools – Amazon, Azure, IBM,
Google, Heroku, CloudFoundry, Docker, Kubernetes,
Serverless/AWS Lambda, CircleCI
Integration Partners – Stripe, Dwolla, Plaid, Twilio,
Sendgrid



Product Lab can and does deliver on all of it.   
 
Our teams have delivered on over $25 million in over
100 projects, and our leadership has years of success
in solving and scaling process to get results. 
 
Which is why for any agency to be successful, it must
prove it can deliver. Hence Product Lab's guarantee
of first prototype or beta at 90 days from a
completed blueprint for every client. 
 
We believe client satisfaction on time, money and
results are required for project success, which is why
we stand behind our guarantee of that success.

BUILD 
Third, production is now triggered, in a
rapid yet methodical process across
all required disciplines. From mobile to
web and AI to blockchain, designated
project resources including a client-
focused Project Manager are
activated to ensure deadlines are met
and milestones are achieved. 

DELIVER 
Finally, we focus on delivery of the first
client Prototype or Beta version of the
product within 90 days. This is one of
our stongest guarantees, and company
leadership stands behind ensuring this
happens. This is then followed through
on to final deployment of the entire
project to full client satisfaction.

BLUEPRINT 
Second, a master blueprint to build the
solution is key to timely product
delivery. As a rule of thumb, Agile is
iterative at around 20% planning and
80% execution, so we focus on user
journeys, data flows and architecture to
provide for the fastest, most effective
path to quality development..

Contact us today for your no-charge evaluation.

Turning ideas into reality

902 Broadway Suite 600
New York, NY 10010

email:  info@productlab.dev  call:  (929)244-3243

www.productlab.dev
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  90  Day Prototype–Beta Guarantee

HOMEWORK 
First, we dig in and find out everything
about the problem during a thorough
process of research, evaluation and
analysis. We formalize results into a
Statement of Work – time, costs and
resources, and collaboratively review
and finalize to your satisfaction, and
kick-off your project with fireworks.

Our #1 objective is your 100% satisfaction.  
 
In the real world of digitial product services, choosing
an agency typically comes down to deciding if they
can deliver on these three qualifying considerations:

Time
Money
Results

Add to that knowing you are hiring a great team with
strong and positive leadership, and with both Product
and Project Management you can count on to get the
job done and results you need.

Our 4-Step Process to Client Satisfaction


